MONTHLY/SEASONAL
OUTLOOK
ISSUED: JUNE 1, 2016

VALID FOR: JUNE THROUGH SEPTEMBER 2016

Highlights:



Near normal days of “monsoonal”
summertime thunderstorms.
Above normal temperatures.



Above normal large fire potential over a
large part of the area.



The highest large fire potential may be
over the Sierra Foothills due to a high
number of dead trees.

WEATHER DISCUSSION
After a warm start, temperatures in May cooled
significantly by the second week of the month in
response to a series of low pressure areas which visited
Central and Southern California.
High pressure
remained well off the coast and several cutoff lows
entered that state, producing unseasonably damp
weather. Marine layer influence was much greater than
the past few May’s and fire activity across the district was
correspondingly low.
Precipitation was a bit above normal across the area due
to periodic showers and thunderstorms over the higher
terrain (Figure 1, next page). Some areas of the central
part of the state saw several days of wetting rains. The
Sierras north of Sequoia National Park and much of San
Diego County received the most precipitation. The
rainfall that occurred in May didn’t alter fuel conditions
much in the long term as fine fuels had already cured at
lower elevations. But it was enough to maintain some
green grass in shaded, higher elevations of the Sierras.
The above normal precipitation may have been the last
vestige of the past El Niño’s influence. A deep low over
the Gulf of Alaska steered many storms into the Pacific
Northwest which is common during positive ENSO
events. But the El Niño is quickly dissipating according
to the latest Satellite-derived SST analysis maps (Figure
2, right).
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At the current time, there are two areas which are rapidly
cooling; one near the California and Baja Coast, the other along
the equator. The cooling along the equator has been expected
as SST’s have been trending downward during the past few
months. But the swiftness of the cooling has been greater than
model consensus and, as a result, NOAA has issued a La Niña
Watch. Models indicate mean SST’s across the Niño 3.4 will
quickly cross the 0.0 neutral temperature threshold with a La
Niña becoming likely over the summer. The strength and
longevity of the La Niña is very much in question right now, but
it appears quite likely that a La Niña will be an influence to our
weather patterns over the summer.

A strong ridge was present just off the Southern California
coast much of the winter. This ridge was at least partially
responsible for the less-than-expected winter precipitation
south of Pt. Conception. This ridge has been present over
the Eastern Pacific during the past two weeks which is not
unusual in the summer. But the strength and tenacity of this
ridge has been a bit unusual as the pattern across the
Figure 2: SST’s in the Pacific

Figure 1: Percent of Normal Precipitation, May 2016

There will likely be less precipitable water available in the
atmosphere due to rapid cooling SST. Last year, several
extratropical systems wandered far enough north to bring
record breaking amounts of rainfall to portions of Southern
California. In addition, the monsoonal flow last summer was
enriched with moist, warm air from the Pacific south of Baja
where SST’s were running 4-6 degrees above normal.
In the nearer term precipitation is expected to be very light
through June due far less availability of precipitable water in the
atmosphere. An early start to the “monsoon season” appears
unlikely as the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) signal across
the Pacific has weakened and westerly winds have returned to
areas on the other side of the International Date Line.
Therefore, even during periods of southerly flow, there may not
be much moisture to advect into the region until later this
summer.

Contact: Riverside.FWX@fire.ca.gov

Eastern Pacific is typically more progressive during the
spring than what occurred this year. In fact, the temporary
displacement of this ridge allowed portions of Canada to
experience record heat which allowed the fire near Ft.
McMurray to grow rapidly. This ridge may migrate to a
position which would block summer monsoon flow in June
and portions of July which could further delay the onset of
summer rainfall. Some long range models show near
average precipitation at the start of the summer and depict
below average precipitation in September. A weak or
perhaps moderate La Niña may also serve to keep
precipitation below normal through the end of fall. Areas
near the coast may see a greater precipitation departure
from average with interior and deserts perhaps seeing a
better chance of summer monsoonal thunderstorms. But
in all, expect near to perhaps slightly below normal
summer precipitation. Thunderstorm days will be far fewer
than last summer.
Temperatures should be above normal this summer due
to the expectation of frequent ridging. But relative humidity
readings should be significantly lower than last year and
nighttime temperatures shouldn’t be as uncomfortable as
last summer.
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Figure 3: DFM, Santa Clarita Valley, Los Angeles County

FUELS AND DROUGHT OUTLOOK:
The cool weather over the past month resulted in a
break from the drying conditions one usually sees in
May. But with the expectation of warmer than usual
weather in June and July, fuel moisture levels should
drop quickly, especially in the dead fuels of Southern
California. By the end of June, dead fuel moisture in
these areas may be critically low.

Across Central California, heavier winter rainfall along
with the rains of the spring will result in dead fuel
moisture remaining a bit higher than in Southern
California for a few more weeks. However, by July and
August, dead fuel moisture may become critically low in
Central California at elevations below 6,000 feet. A
heavier grass crop this year in Central California may
translate into a much more active fire season in the
foothills and at lower elevations.

Figure 4: DFM, Sierra Foothills (Fuel Model G)

The condition of higher fine fuel loading in Central
California this year is troubling given the high amount of
tree mortality seen in the foothill regions. By some
estimates, there are pockets where dead trees comprise
over 70% of the entire tree stand in the Sierras,
particularly in the foothills west of the Crest and south of
Interstate 80. New starts which initiate in the grasses
may have little trouble transitioning into the heavier
dead fuels, including Ponderosa Pines and other long
standing, large diameter fuels. Large fire potential will
therefore be well above normal this summer in these
areas. Later in the summer and into the fall, the area of
above normal large fire potential may expand higher in
elevation to include most of the Sierras. Similarly, above
normal large fire potential can be expected by August
and September across all of Southern California,
excluding the deserts.

D4, or exceptional, drought will continue to cover the
majority of the district. Daily monsoonal summertime
rains are expected to be brief in duration and insufficient
to lead to a change in fuel moisture readings much in
the long term. Although thunderstorm days may be
fewer in number this year compared to 2015, there may
be a better chance of seeing dry lightning from individual
storms as there will be less moisture in the atmosphere
overall.
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